RESCUE TASK
FORCE LITTER

Provides an effective casualty evacuation platform that is quick and easy to employ and compact enough to accompany
individuals on an assault or long movement.

Tactical Medical Solutions® is a global leading developer and
manufacturer of pre-hospital medical gear for the tactical and
civilian world.
We currently have over 2,000 products available and a presence in
70 countries around the world. Here at home, we service 7 of the top
10 police departments, including the NYPD and LAPD, as well as
major fire and EMS agencies.
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We’re proud to say that when customers think of TacMed™, they
think uncompromising - uncompromising commitment to delivering
top-quality products, tactical knowledge, customized training, and
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reliability in the field.

RESCUE TASK
FORCE LITTER
Rapid deployment drag line
a l r e a d y r i g g e d t o l i t t e r.

PRODUCT NUMBERS

TAN - RTFL-T
BLACK - RTFL-B
LITTER ONLY - RTFL

DIMENSIONS

In Pouch
22” H x 8” W x 5.5” D

WEIGHT

2 lbs 5 oz.

Improved plastic bed
for longer product life
when evacuating over
rough terrain.

Quick secure straps,
with larger buckles,
making it easier to
use when wearing
rescue gloves.

Multiple quick grab handles.

Compact
storage.

Size allows movement of
casualties through narrow
passages and walk ways
such as on aircraf t , buses,
and trains.

The Rescue Task Force Litter is small enough to attach to your kit or

Quick & secure casualt y evacuation.

another bag but is still functional in a rescue environment. It provides
a rapid means of casualty movement without compromising durability,
flexibility, or the individual’s ability to maneuver through the most
demanding environments. Casualties can be dragged or carried off
target without excess time spent rigging and securing. It also eliminates
the wait time for a conventional litter to be brought from the breach
point or a support vehicle.

YOUR EQUIPMENT SHOULD NEVER BE A COMPROMISE.

Casualties can be sat up to make tight turns
on stair wells and hallways.
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